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The nose, the sky and the instant
The new ACT-sampler “Visions Of Jazz”: 15 acoustic justifications for associating more with jazz than just the
notes.
Music - and jazz especially - should be constantly moving and changing, both itself and the listener. It should be

communicative and open to the world, speak through the music and say more than the notes that carry it. This is part of
the philosophy behind the ACT-label from Munich that was founded in 1992. One of ACT’s main goals is the support
of young artists, artists that each have their unique sensibilities and a mind of their own. Musicians with a vision. And
largely musicians from Europe, as jazz from the old world has developed an astonishing creativity in the last decades, a
fact which is being recognized more and more even in the US – as the success of the ACT-artists “e.s.t.” shows.
Thus the compilation of 15 current recordings is named “Visions Of Jazz”. The assortment of tracks it contains is a

fruit of label-boss Siegfried Loch’s own vision: To create an aesthetically meaningful multiplicity from the work of a
multitude of strong individuals. To name but a few – the rough eruptions of saxophonist Heinz Sauer and pianist
Michael Wollny, the slow, hypnotic singing of Solveig Slettahjell, the grooving sonic explorations of “e.s.t.”, Wolfgang
Haffner’s enchantingly simple melodies over an electronic background, Michael Schiefel’s eccentric vocal pyrotechnics,
Helge Sunde’s orchestral multi-dimensionality, the rhythmically vibrant, Balkan-flavoured music of the Alboran Trio and
the focused energy of Eric Watson; a wide spectrum.
A word about the visions behind it all: “Jazz is just a four letter word,” is a famous quote attributed to Miles Davis.

Frank Zappa said the music by that name “(is not dead, it just) “smells funny”, and Theodor W. Adorno vilified (what he
considered to be) jazz as an inflexible fashion that lacks a utopian vision. But Miles Davis also said “I’ll play it first and
tell you what it is later.” And this is a motto that was put into practice by the musicians featured on this CD, who not
only provided their music, but also some thoughts about that very music. They range from the observation, that jazz
unifies “movement and infinity” to the succinct statement that “all there is to envision exists here and now”. The
quintessential point: Any single note that was conceived on the spur of the moment can contain a universe in itself. The
recordings on this CD confirm this statement in the most varied manner conceivable. And the supplied statements show
that jazz does indeed have a utopian vision, that the scent of jazz may be strange, but also rather exciting, and that this
music is one of the most vibrant things the 21st century has to offer. We hope you enjoy reading and verifying!

Distributor:

Edel Contraire (D), edel Musica (A), Musikvertrieb (CH), Harmonia Mundi (F), Proper Music (UK), Karonte (E),
Dargil (P), Egea (I), Musikklosen (N), Amigo (Scan excl. DK), Sundance (DK), A&N Records (GR), Equinox Music (TR),
Pink Records (Benelux), Distribution Fusion III (CAN), GIGI Distribution (PL), Jazzworld (HK), AS Jahipaun (EST),
C&L Records (ROK), Gramofon (BIH), Dukyan Meloman (BG), INTEK (SLO+HR), Southbound Records (NZ),
Divyd (SK), Jassics (ZA), JSC "Bomba" (LT), 2HP (CZ), CD Bar (H)
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VISIONS OF JAZZ

01 Where Is The Line (Björk Gudmundsdottir) 3:04

Album CERATIN BEAUTY ACT 9442-2
Heinz Sauer, ts and Michael Wollny, p
02 Another Day (Morten Ovenild) 5:21
Album GOOD RAIN ACT 9713-2
Solveig Slettahjell Slow Motion Quintet
03 Byzance (Nguyên Lê / Dhafer Youssef) 4:24
Album HOMESCAPE ACT 9444-2
Nguyên Lê, guitar and Dhafer Youssef, oud, vocal
04 Timeless (Heiri Känzig) 5:20
Album RELOADED ACT 9453-2
Depart - Harry Sokal, ss; Heiri Känzig, b; Jojo Mayer, dr
05 Brewery Of Beggars (Svensson / Berglund / Öström) Radio Edit 3:10
Album TUESDAY WONDERLAND ACT 9016-2
e.s.t. Esbjörn Svensson, p; Dan Berglund, b; Magnus Öström, dr
06 24 Hours (Wolfgang Haffner) 3:36
Album SHAPES ACT 9603-2
Wolfgang Haffner, dr; Nils Landgren, tb; Lars Danielsson, b; Sebastian Studnitzky, tp; Frank Kuruc, g
07 Do The Rumba (Schiefel / Hirsh) 3:22
Album DON´T TOUCH MY ANIMALS ACT 9711-2
Michael Schiefel, all vocals
08 Mélange Bleu (Lars Danielsson) 4:00
Album MÉLANGE BLEU ACT 9604-2
Lars Danielsson, b; Bugge Wesseltoft, p; Eivind Aarset, g; Jon Christensen, dr;
09 Lesson 3 (Helge Sunde) 6:19
Album DENADA ACTSACD 9805-2
Helge Sunde Norske Store Orkester
10 I Cannot See (Hülsmann / Emily Dickenson) 6:15
Album GOOD MORNING MIDNIGHT ACT 9709-2
Roger Cicero, voc, Julia Hülsmann, p; Marc Muellbauer, b; Heinrich Köbberling, dr
11 DE CUIR ET DE CUIVRE (Michel Godard) 4:02
Album BLUES IN MIND ACT 9454-2
Christof Lauer, ss; Michel Godard, tuba; Gary Husband, dr
12 Bambus (Oliver Potratz) 5:00
Album BERLIN CALLING Young German Jazz ACT 9656-2
Carsten Daerr, p; Daniel Erdmann, ts; Ritsche Koch, tp; Ronny Graupe, git; Oliver Potratz, b; Sebastian Merk, dr
13 Takashi (Michael Wollny) 4:53
Album [em] II ACT 9655-2
Michael Wollny, p; Eva Kruse, b; Eric Schaefer, dr
14 Balkan Air (Paolo Paliaga) 5:44
Album MELTEMI ACT 9448-2
Paolo Paliaga, p; Dino Contenti, b; Gigi Biolcati, dr
15 New York Moxie (Eric Watson) 11:00
Previously unreleased
Eric Watson, p; Peter Herbert, b; Christophe Marguet, dr
Compilation produced by Siegfried Loch
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VISIONS OF JAZZ
HEINZ SAUER

"Ideally improvisation, with a human touch – whatever that means to you."
SOLVEIG SLETTAHJELL

"Spanish architect Gaudí once said: 'Art is beauty, and beauty is the splendour of truth without which there is
no art.' - I consider jazz music and music art."
HARRY SOKAL

“Jazz is a way of life that lends meaning to the realization of our humanity: mirroring life with all its
emotions.”
HEIRI KÄNZIG

“Jazz is music of the world without boundaries”
JOJO MAYER

"To reclaim the expressive quality and pioneering spirit which Jazz once had during its first 30 years is my
personal vision of Jazz."
ESBJÖRN SVENSSON

"Jazz can be a journey into the unknown. Into a state of mind in which neither time nor reason exist, only the
awareness of eternal existence."
MAGNUS ÖSTRÖM

"I think my vision of jazz is 'freedom & curiosity' and I hope that the music we call 'Jazz' will continue to evolve
in a direction where it will be as open as possible to the world around it and with a big sign on it's forehead
saying 'no boundaries, no enemies!!'"
WOLFGANG HAFFNER

"For me jazz is music with no boundaries and straight from the heart. JAZZ IS LIFE."
NILS LANDGREN

"To me, jazz is music in constant motion; an art form always in pursuit of new influences and one which
knows no boundaries. It never gets tired of searching and learning from other forms of art and it does not
allow itself to be restricted by anyone or anything. It is the ultimate freedom of expression."
MICHAEL SCHIEFEL

"Don't waste your time wondering whether the music you're playing is jazz or not. Just improvise, break the
rules, listen and play. If the music is beautiful, who cares about the style?"
LARS DANIELSSON

"At the time where most of all art has become a big mixture of different cultures, I believe it is important to
focus on the essence of the music. To take a step forward in our lives we have to look back in time,
and learn from the masters.
For me jazz is a way to express improvised music without getting caught in the 'time-stressed' trap.
Communication between your heart and brain and those of the other people is the main point."
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HELGE SUNDE

"I can have big fun with 'theme, then solo-solo-solo, and the theme again', but the little composer-devil
sitting on my left shoulder is bored to death; 'what happened to every-note-is-precious! Have you already
forgotten Miles Davis' advice on how to avoid taking such long solos: 'Take the horn out of your mouth!''
'Shut up, I'm in the middle of the bridge!' the small devil on the right shoulder replies.
I guess my personal vision of jazz is to have the composer benefit from musicians who bring their skills and
personalities into the heart of the music, not just using it as springboards for soloing."
JULIA HÜLSMANN

"I understand jazz as a music without limitations or boundaries. All that remains is the music I hear in my
head. Jazz gives me the freedom to write and play what I want."
CHRISTOF LAUER

"My vision of jazz is: movement, progression and infinity."
CARSTEN DAERR

“I envision a future in which jazz can liberate itself from its (highly overcrowded) entertainment pigeonhole,
and be perceived as an autonomous form of improvised (and composed) music, that (in contrast to the world
of classical music) somehow manages to survive without depending on outside assistance.”
DANIEL ERDMANN

"I can only once again contribute my favourite quote from Hans Arp: 'If you want to bag a cloud, you will use
your arrows in vain. To bag a cloud, you must fiddle around on a drum, or drum up something on a fiddle.
Then before long, the cloud will settle down, roll around joyfully on the ground and eventually and
cooperatively turn to stone.'“
MICHAEL WOLLNY

"Good Music – and especially improvised, immediate music – speaks to the listener about the person behind
the music; and provides a means for the musician to experience and let others experience a certain emotion
as intensely as possible. In this sense jazz for me is the musical language of expressivity.
My vision of jazz contains a quest for new means of expression, a redefinition of boundaries away from
established patterns of perception. Each new composition should open up a whole new universe of laws and
ideas for the listener and the musician, a self-contained unique world that can be explored infinitely by the
improvising musician."
EVA KRUSE

"Taking immediate action in the right moment."
ERIC SCHAEFER

"All there is to envision exists here and now."
PAOLO PALIAGA

“Improvised music has the potential to help us humans transcend the complexity of everyday life. In
improvisation the language of the unconscious takes over, and a strong and authentic emotion compensates
the fragmented experience of modernity.”
ERIC WATSON

"The only definition of Jazz that I have ever had much use for came from one of its greatest masters,
Thelonious Monk, who said simply: 'Jazz is Freedom'. The finest practitioners of the Jazz arts approach each
day with a deeply inculcated commitment to using the gift and privilege of freedom to create a highly
personal and ideal musical universe. Under the spell of a private and invisible muse, the lifelong quest
touches on virtually every aspect of human existence and thus renders a form of music never before heard or
even dreamt of."

